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STUBBI Rollers

Benefits 
•Speeds up installation time while simultaneously adding
value to the finish

•Designed to remove failure points in high risk environments
like hospitals, schools and transportation installs where repair
downtime is extremely disruptive and costly

•Use Stubbi rollers to achieve a perfect 90 degree upturn in
flash-cove, cleanroom and wet room applications 

•Pressurises water-based contact adhesive required for
enhanced curing and adhesion

•Removes repetitive strain pressure from hands and wrists
caused by traditional ‘push fitting’ of installation components

•Precision machined to mirror the cove former profile for an
exact fit. 

•Pre-rolling the cove profile into the wall / floor junction
removes air pockets and undulations where bacteria can live
and breed, essential for healthcare 

• Stubbi installation techniques support the floor coverings at
the weakest point, the radius upturn

•Stubbi Rolling of sheet floor coverings onto cove former
during the installation will guarantee adhesive transfer and
removes any liability of movement in the flash-coved riser.

•The force produced by Stubbi Rolling reduces the need for
applied heat during installation 

•Stubbi LinoCove can be used for careful manipulation and
moulding of marmoleum applications where it is required for
flash-coving in both custom cove (picture framing) or
conventional coving.

Features
•Rated 10/10  and the ‘must have tool in commercial
flooring’ - product review by independent certified
flooring instructors

•Endorsed by reputable manufacturers and training
associations such as Altro, Fita UK, Quantum Profile
Systems, Floorskills and Armstrong 

•Short, ergonomic tools that can be easily carried in
person and used in tight space applications, under
counters, behind toilets, pipe work etc

•Heavy duty construction, steel roller and frame with
bearing driven axis that provides smooth operation and
longevity at worksite environments

•Pressure point tip, unlike conventional square rollers,
the curve of the roller head can provide a pressing point
of extreme pressure when directed with force at
problematic areas

STUBBI Roller with 43 mm roller 
for flash-cove installations 
or conventional coving 

STUBBI Roller small with 28 mm roller
for coves and other PVC, 
Lino or LVT installations

Order no.               224 400 500

Order no.               224 400 550


